PhotoCopy for Quantel, from Digital Film Tools
PhotoCopy for Quantel creates a photographic reproduction of a printed or graphic work made with a
process in which a new image is formed by the action of proprietary image analysis, color, texture and
light. Whether it's still or moving images, the key attributes are copied from one image and applied to
another. DFT has painstakingly analyzed the brightness, color, tone, detail, grain and texture of some of
the world's greatest movies, paintings, photographs and historical photographic processes. The DNA of
these masterpieces can now be applied to your very own images with PhotoCopy. The color, tone and
brightness of the original work are replicated while the texture, grain and detail are simulated. Have
some images that you would like to copy and apply their attributes to other images? No problem. Just
create, save and apply these custom presets to other images. Make any picture look interesting. Good,
bad, ugly—PhotoCopy doesn't care. You supply the image, PhotoCopy supplies the secret sauce.
Combine the two and create a new work of art!

PhotoCopy original image, “source image”, and combined result

Browse the wide variety of preset source images for PhotoCopy, from the Quantel menu.

Features












Pick looks from 94 Academy Award nominated movies including Apocalypse Now, Blade
Runner, Frankenstein, Gone with the Wind, King Kong and The Lord of the Rings.
Choose from 72 paintings from artists such as Cezanne, Chagall, Greco, Leonardo, Monet,
Rembrandt, Renoir and Van Gogh to name a few.
Select from 40 photographs by various masters of photography including Abbott, Andreev,
Cunningham, Fenton, Nadar, Outerbridge, Stieglitz and Weston.
Try one of 30 historical processes, some of which are Ambrotype, Cyanotype, Liquid Emulsion,
Kallitype, Palladium, Salt Print, Vandyke and Wet Plate.
Copy the key attributes from one image and apply them to another
Create custom presets from your own images.
Color, tone and brightness replication.
Texture, grain and detail simulation.
Add a vignette to any preset.
Modify images with presets or sliders.
Quickly search for presets.

Results, based on several of the “Movies” presets, applied to a sample image.

Results, based on several of the “Paintings” presets, applied to a sample image.

Results, based on several of the “Photographs” presets, applied to a sample image.

Results, based on several of the “Processes” presets, applied to a sample image.
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